My Spelling Rewards

Spelling Menu
Term 3B
Which tasks will you choose?

visit twinkl.com
Rainbow Write
Write your spelling words using multi-coloured pencils.

Word Search
Hide your spelling words inside a word search.

Collage Letters
Cut letters out of magazines and newspapers to make your spelling words.

Spelling Train
Write all of your words in one long spelling train using different coloured pencils.

Matching Pairs
Make a matching pairs game by writing each of your spellings out twice on pieces of paper or card.

Air Write
Write each of your spelling words in the air using a magic finger!

Dough Letters
Roll out sausage shapes using playdough. Make each of the letters from your spelling word.

Pyramid Words
Create a spelling pyramid.

Week 1
dolphin
alphabet
phonics
elephant
when
where
which
wheel
while
white

Week 2
unhappy
undo
unload
unfair
unlock
unwrap
unzip
untidy
unwell
unkind

Week 3
cats
dogs
spends
rocks
schools
friends
thanks
catches
pushes
fetches

Week 4
football
playground
farmyard
bedroom
blackberry
lighthouse
sometimes
bathroom
classroom
teatime

Week 5
I’m
I’ll
we’ll
she’ll
you’ll
they’ll
we’re
you’re
he’s
they’re

Week 6
of
said
was
has
come
one
once
ask
your
is